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It's truly said that

According to Munir Moosa, "Children are like a pot of flower. Giving them proper attention, they'll grow up and bloom, but without caring, they will not grow.

As we all know student trust their teachers very much. Their expectations on teachers are high. They see them as a role model. Being a teacher, it is a must to be loyal and dedicated towards our profession. Treat them like you own child. Always remember that children are like sponge, they absorb everything that we feed on them. They notice or look up on everything a teacher do. Just like looking their teacher in a mirror with its reflection.

Students nowadays, usually ask us many questions and sometimes we don't know the answer of few questions. Answer all their questions or queries as honestly as you can. Don't be afraid or ashamed to tell them the truth if you do not know the answer. You can tell them or assure them that you will do a research to find the answer to their question. Being honest to your students gain trust and confidence and will lead into a good relationship between teacher and student.

One of the most important duty of every teacher is to have a communication with the parents of your students. It'll help teachers to understand their students in every aspect. Be prepared with your lesson plan before going to class. As a teacher, equip yourself with confidence to face in every challenges you will encounter. As much as possible show positive outlooks at all time.
Select a leader of your class every week that can help you in handling things etc. Giving students with such responsibility will surely help build their confidence in performing such task. With this, teacher can mold and help them guide potential leaders in the future.